REVIEWS BY MEREDITH!

Building Thinking Skills will not take the place of
formal logic. I use Introductory Logic by Douglas
Wilson in middle school with my children to teach
formal logic--but, that's another review! However,
Building Thinking Skills teaches your child to
think logically and to apply logic to simple
problems. I highly recommend this book!

BUILDING THINKING SKILLS LEVEL 2

The first time I used Building Thinking Skills was
back in 1998. When Julianna finished the book (six
months sooner than our lesson plans called for!), she
asked for the next one. She loved figuring out the
logic problems. It was more like a game to her than a
school workbook. I have been a fan of this series for
years!

I was thrilled to get Building
Thinking Skills Level 2 by
Sandra Parks and Howard Black
to review! Now, I already have
next year's copy for Jimmy! This
workbook covers logical
thinking, similarities &
differences, sequences,
classifications, analogies,
antonyms & synonyms, spatial
awareness, vocabulary
development, following and writing directions,
descriptive writing, geometry concepts, map reading,
and graphic organization. It is a massive book with
367 pages of thinking skills workbook pages plus an
answer key at the back. The book sells for $29.99 and
you can buy it on their website, Critical Thinking.
This program is not from a Christian perspective, but
I have found no objectionable material in it. I had
used a couple of different thinking/logic workbooks
before trying Building Thinking Skills. Then one year,
I didn't want to spend so much on a thinking skills
workbook, so I bought two cheaper ones. It was a big
mistake! I ordered two different thinking skills
workbooks from two different publishers, trying to
find something as good. Each one was confusing to
work with. Now, I haven't worked with all the
thinking skills workbooks that are out there, but with
my limited experience, I don't think that
Building Thinking Skills has any real competition!

Let me just say a little something about critical
thinking and logic. Critical thinking is a broad term
thrown around in educational circles. The definitions
vary. For some educators, with a Post-Modernist
worldview, critical thinking involves questioning all
authority and morality, except the reliability of the
critical thinker's own doubts. These "critical
thinking" educators propose exercises that involves
questions such as "Who should live when there are
only five seats on the lifeboat and ten people in the
sinking boat?" The real question, of course, is who
should die. Morality becomes relative, rather than
based on the unchanging principles found in God's
Word. Gone is the classical "search for truth," only to
be replaced with a "discover what I belief truth is" or,
better yet, "make up what I want truth to be." These
educators, while sounding so intellectual, are only
spouting off nonsense! This is why I am concerned
when I hear the term 'critical thinking.' You can
recognize these products because they show oneworld governments as heroes who will rescue
mankind or the polluted earth from the evil white
male chauvinists. They will stress that there are "no
right answers," promote skepticism, and produce
confusion in your child. When you see these
materials, toss them in the garbage where they
belong!
However, because logic is out and critical thinking is
in style with secular educators, some companies
package LOGIC in workbooks and call it 'critical

thinking.' I think this is the case with Critical
Thinking Press. There 'critical thinking' problems are
based on the principles of logic, rather than the
current educational nonsense we have left public
schools to get away from.

Logic is the art of reasoning. Logic presupposes that
there is absolute unchanging truth. Christians would
define that truth as found in God and revealed
through His Word, the Bible. The goal of logical
reasoning is to arrive at truth, not to support your
own opinion with intellectual-sounding reasoning.

Check out their website, Critical Thinking, and take a
look at all their products. They offer free printable
sample pages and free trials of their software. They
also offer test preparation if you are worried about
standardized testing. Check out their articles
on thinking skills too.
"Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this
world, but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind," (Romans 12:2 NIV).

Even more important than learning to think critically
and logically is learning to think God's way. As you
teach your children logic and thinking skills, keep in
mind that wisdom is even more important. We read
the Bible every day with our children to obtain
knowledge, we meditate on Scripture to obtain
understanding, and we apply what we have learned
in the Word of God to daily life to obtain wisdom. Let
Scripture be part of every day for the rest of your life
and your children's lives. Teach them to apply the
Word of God to all situations. Let God's Word
transform you and your children. There is no greater
book for teaching logic and critical thinking than the
Bible!
Be blessed as you pursue Truth, logic, and wisdom
with your children!
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